Abstract-Gait analysis continues to be an important technique for many clinical applications to diagnose and monitor certain diseases. Many mental and physical abnormalities cause measurable differences in a person's gait. Gait analysis has applications in sport, computer games, physical rehabilitation, clinical assessment, surveillance, human recognition, modeling, and many other fields. There are established methods using various sensors for gait analysis, of which accelerometers are one of the most often employed. Accelerometer sensors are generally more user friendly and less invasive. In this paper, we review research regarding accelerometer sensors used for gait analysis with particular focus on clinical applications. We provide a brief introduction to accelerometer theory followed by other popular sensing technologies. Commonly used gait phases and parameters are enumerated. The details of selecting the papers for review are provided. We also review several gait analysis software. Then we provide an extensive report of accelerometry-based gait analysis systems and applications, with additional emphasis on trunk accelerometry. We conclude this review with future research directions.
bounding box lengths, plus some dynamic features such as the time-frequency domain parameters [1] . It can be characterized through the information from various systems including ambient and wearable systems such as video and accelerometer [2] .
A useful demarcation between the types of gait analysis has been presented in [1] . The study of human gait was traditionally performed in medical diagnosis. It is a subject within biomechanics, kinesiology, and other medical fields such as podiatry. The study of human gait has provided much of the terminology used in gait analysis as well as the initial experiments on recognition.
Biomechanical and clinical studies demonstrate that the combined actions of hundreds of joints and muscles can be used to represent each person with a unique way of walking. In addition, gait can reveal the presence of certain sicknesses, moods, and can distinguish gender differences [3] . It has been shown that variability of gait for a healthy person is fairly consistent and not easily changed, while allowing for differentiation with others.
On the other hand, physical and mental generative or degenerative disabilities and diseases are well characterized by significant changes in body mostly hands and feet movements. Many of these abnormalities stem from brain diseases directly affecting the neurons in the motor area of the brain. This consequently influences the gait dynamics and morphology. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and ataxia both refer to neurological diseases [4] that influence the movement and control of posture and balance resulting in poor coordination. Some brain disorders, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism, dementia (such as Alzheimer), Parkinson's disease (PD), depression, Pick's disease, or bipolar disorder, do not directly target motor area but instead slow down the body motion and indirectly affect hand and foot movements. This can happen to many diseases affecting the central nervous system. On the other hand, a tumor in the brain, no matter benign or canceros, very likely affects the brain motor area and can laterally or fully paralyze the subject [4] .
Among many others, cerebral palsy also affects muscle control and movement. Cerebrovascular diseases can block the food and oxygen supply to parts of the brain and lead to stroke. All these diseases directly affect the gait.
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) often called mad cow disease [5] and Huntington's disease [6] cause gradual death of the brain cells and can change the subject's mood and consequently, their normal movements. They start with occasional mood or mental disabilities [6] and follow by a lack of coordination and an unsteady movement [7] .
Encephalomyelitis, referring to inflammation of the brain or spinal cord, can affect the gait and body movement severely. Another similar disease is meningitis where the inflammation can cause damage to the brain and spinal cord.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a degenerative disease damaging the myelin, which is the covering layer of the nerve cells in the brain or spinal cord [8] . This damage disrupts the communications between the cells in the nervous system resulting in a range of signs and symptoms [9] , including lack of coordination [8] .
In many cases of paralysis, an injury in the middle or lower regions of the spinal cord is likely to disrupt any function below the injury point, resulting in the inability to move the feet or feel sensations. In this situation, the brain is unable to relay a signal to an area of the body. Also, in the case of brain diseases such as epilepsy, seizure onset will result in temporary loss of control often, but not always, accompanied by convulsions, unconsciousness or uncontrolled jerking movement (tonic-clonic seizure) to as subtle as a momentary loss of awareness, namely absence seizures [10] . Analysis of gait for fall detection can significantly reduce the risk of injury for such patients.
In using video cameras for gait often more than one camera is needed to overcome the occlusion problem, therefore, it is more suitable for indoor use. Presently, rehabilitative assessment and monitoring are labor intensive.
One way to emulate and translate the experience of healthcare practitioners is in the form of tests for limb function for tasks deemed essential in the activities of daily living. There are a large number of such established tests, which involve the movements of a patient and their interactions with their environment [11] . The use of sensors in consumer devices such as mobile phones and gaming consoles allows for a better user experience as the processors in these devices deduce the intention of the user by their movements.
Of the sensors that are currently used to measure and detect movement, the accelerometer is commonly adopted. Its widespread use initially came about from automotive applications such as activation of airbags. Presently by itself or as part of an inertial measurement unit (IMU), accelerometers find applications in consumer devices such as digital cameras, health trackers, smartphones, and interactive computer games. In less prominent applications, accelerometers are used in demanding industrial environments, such as measuring vibrations between motors and their mountings and for measuring tilt. All these require accelerometers to provide higher sensitivity, robustness, and smaller size at a lower cost. As a result, accelerometers have proven very useful for in vivo movement analysis.
There are other considerations related to the sensor deployment, for example, the placement and method of attachment for optimal analysis and also finding the best ways to filter and analyze the data. Commonly used accelerometer types are piezoelectric, thermal and capacitive, the last one is usually fabricated using micro electromechanical sensor (MEMS) technology, which is also the lowest in cost because of so called economies of scale. Currently, most work in simulation of accelerometers has to do with verifying a design at the semiconductor fabrication level. There are also some simulations performed at the device level, but many of these treat the device as a "black box."
There are three major challenges that accelerometers present in their use. The first one is the effect of drift or change in the internal mechanical or electrical properties, which can manifest itself as a bias or an offset in readings. The second is noise from amplified microscopic mechanical motions. The third is the effect of gravity, which is ever present. While this is strictly not a defect, we have to consider that the gravitational force vector is projected and superimposed along the axes of sensitivity of the accelerometer. Thus, the movements along these axes experience the confounding gravitational effect. Furthermore, with movements at frequencies beyond 10 kHz, the internal mechanical parts of an accelerometer move nonlinearly resulting in dynamic errors.
There are a number of review papers in the literature that address the use of accelerometers and gyroscopes for gait analysis. These include studies focused on the analysis of running gait [12] and the assessment of standing balance and walking stability in PD patients [13] . The effects of device location, age, and testing protocol using accelerometers in gait measurement have been investigated in [14] . A limited review on accelerometerbased gait analysis has been published in [15] . A review on inertial sensors for walking speed estimation has been provided in [16] . Other review papers with a broader purpose using wearable or both wearable/nonwearable sensors are presented in [17] and [18] . The most related review paper to our paper is [19] . The distinction between this paper and our work is that our paper first provides a brief methodology and mathematical background on accelerometer and gyroscopes, followed by a brief explanation of other sensing technologies and a comprehensive overview of gait parameters and events. Also it is focused on the use of accelerometry-based gait analysis regarding validation platforms, clinical applications and trunk accelerometry based systems. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the theory of accelerometer and practical considerations are explained. Then other popular sensing technologies for gait analysis are briefly explained in Section III. The commonly used gait phases and parameters are briefly described in Section IV. This is followed by describing the method to extract accelerometry-based papers for reviewing and introducing several gait analysis software used for accelerometry. Then different platforms for validation of the accelerometry-based gait analysis systems, gait analysis applications, and trunk accelerometrybased analysis are reported in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper and summarizes the research directions in accelerometry-based gait analysis and potential improvements for future studies.
II. THEORY AND USE OF ACCELEROMETER
In this section, we present a brief and intuitive description of accelerometer operation followed by a discussion on some practical issues in normal use.
A. Theory and Use of Accelerometer Operation
The devices mentioned in this review measure acceleration by changes in the internal capacitance of the device. As mentioned Fig. 1 . Accelerometer sensor, simplified view, from ADXL50 [22] datasheet. Anchor points move with frame of the device, while inertia of the proof mass causes the distance between fixed plates to vary, changing the capacitance.
in Section I, these devices are typically fabricated using MEMS technology on microstructures built into polysilicon. Some microstructures are fixed and some are movable, suspended from fixed points. By impressing a voltage between them, a capacitive effect arizes from the electronic charge stored in these structures, which is proportional to the area and the physical distances between these structures. External physical movements cause the distances between the microstructures to change, which in turn result in changes to the capacitance, which eventually cause changes to the voltage.
As discussed in Section I, the acceleration has two main components: the inertial acceleration that is linked to changes in velocity, which may result from rotation, translation, or both; and the gravitational acceleration arizing from the microstructures being deflected in proportion to their static orientation to the gravitational field. Removing the confounding effect of this kind of acceleration [20] can be difficult.
In the simplified diagram of Fig. 1 the main interaction happens between a proof mass to which some plates are attached. The proof mass is suspended from the body or frame of the accelerometer device and secured through anchor points. Another set of plates, which are fixed to the frame and the changes in the distance between the two induces a change in the voltage between the plates. When the accelerometer frame moves, the inertia of the proof mass induces a reactionary force, which is applied to the springs (fabricated from polysilicon). These springs are affixed to the frame of the device at anchor points. The spring deformation is assumed to be linear so that the accelerometer obeys the familiar mass-spring-damper equation derived from Newton's and Hooke's laws [21] 
where M is the mass of the proof mass, E, D the distance travelled by the proof mass with respect to the earth and with respect to its anchors, respectively, b is the damping factor, and k the spring constant. In addition, there are electrostatic forces between the fixed and moving plates, which also need to be considered. In order to measure the speed of movement, consider the relative motion between the stationary plates and the moving proof mass, which changes the capacitance between them. However, to measure the acceleration, the transfer of charge is amplified electronically by mixing in a high-frequency ac signal using a double sideband suppressed carrier modulation technique. Finally, the amplitude-modulated signal is synchronously demodulated and amplified. The model based on the work by Grigorie [23] includes three main blocks as in Fig. 2 . There are several ways to measure the movement due to the capacitance changes. Early methods used closed loop feedback by impressing a voltage on the capacitor plates so the proof mass stays at its original position [22] . Changes in this voltage, thus, reflects the change in position. More recent methods are open loop, where the capacitance is obtained using switched-capacitor techniques.
We have mentioned in Section I about the widespread use of accelerometers, but the limitations of current devices prevent them from being used in even more applications. A prime example is that of deriving the speed and distance moved by performing mathematical integration of the measured acceleration. In practice, the measurements drift and the integration causes these errors to accumulate, rendering the readings to be useless. To overcome this, it is necessary to periodically recal-ibrate the accelerometer readings. One popular method is zero velocity update (ZUPT), and also other schemes, which depend on when an external event indicates an instantaneous null in a movement, for example in between footsteps [24] .
Another source of accelerometer noise arizes from mechanical sources due to the proof mass being subjected to Brownian movement. However, a lot more noise comes from electronic sources. The conversion of minute capacitance changes to usable voltages requires high electronic gain and with that, an increase in noise. A widely used method benefits from switchedcapacitor techniques and the oscillation frequency can feed through the main signal, resulting in aliasing effects.
This may be worsened with the use of chopper amplification with synchronous demodulation to moderate the effect of drift.
B. Practical Considerations in Using Accelerometers
In Section I, we mentioned that accelerometers have gained even wider use by being part of consumer devices such as smartphones and tablets. It is useful to differentiate between such installed units and those available as standalone units, where the accelerometer integrated circuit has settings for force sensitivity and often external components perform simple filtering of the operating frequencies. These units are small in size, consume little current but need proper packaging to use.
By way of contrast, in ready to use consumer devices, there is no control over how an accelerometer is mounted in its physical environment. This affects its operating conditions in terms of temperature, humidity, and electronic interference. In addition, further electronic filtering may be employed and the operating software can further filter the signal and introduce further latencies in signal processing. Studies concerning consumer devices may be almost immediately invalidated as they are obsoleted by the time publication takes place, as borne by new consumer models appearing every so often, with new hardware and operating systems. In these situations, in order to achieve device independence [25] , there is little the user can do but to treat the accelerometer like a "black box," where the digital readout is assumed to be a measure of the acceleration and imperfections are treated statistically and data calibration would need to be employed for demanding applications.
In this case, a model that encompasses the least common characteristics has to be used. In spite of these, the use of accelerometers in consumer devices has proven to be adequate for many clinical purposes as seen in various publications such as [26] , where the measurements are compared with gold standard equipment such as motion capture cameras and accelerometers in equipment designed for clinical grade use.
III. OTHER SENSING TECHNOLOGIES FOR GAIT ANALYSIS
In this section, the selected wearable technologies used in gait analysis are briefly described. Section II has introduced the theory behind the accelerometer and its usage. The use of accelerometry for gait analysis has been significantly increased due to their ease of use, portability and the capability to be integrated into low-powered wireless embedded platforms. The aim of this section is to provide a brief overview of other popular existing wearable technologies for gait analysis.
A. Gyroscope and IMU
Of the other sensors that are used in clinical motion studies, the gyroscope is arguably the next most commonly used after accelerometer. Some important details are provided here. The gyroscope can be attached to the feet to measure the angular velocity of foot for detecting different gait phases [27] . The MEMS technology used in accelerometers is used to drive down the cost of gyroscopes so they are often featured alongside accelerometers in many devices and in IMUs. In contrast to accelerometers, which can directly measure linear acceleration, gyroscopes measure the angular movement about a given axis. Accelerometers by themselves can measure angular rotation but they cannot give a good a result as gyroscopes as shown in [28] . Thus, the gyroscope can be used to correct or even fused with accelerometer readings, when deployed together such as in an IMU.
There are a slew of technologies that cater to high end applications down to those in consumer devices, where the main technologies driving miniaturization are fiber optic and MEMS. Except for gyroscopes working on optical principles, what the other types have in common is a mass that is constantly moving within the device in order to measure the angular motion. This motion causes the gyroscope to consume more current than accelerometers. We examine one MEMS gyroscope technology, which is based on Coriolis acceleration [29] . As opposed to centrifugal acceleration, which is always present in rotation, Coriolis acceleration occurs whenever there is motion along the radius of the rotation. Fig. 3 shows the schematic of the single axis of a gyroscope, which rotates clockwise, together with its semiconductor substrate: this has capacitive fingers fabricated as part of its structure. To this substrate a frame with a set of capacitive fingers, is tethered with springs. To this frame, tethered with springs as well, is a mass driven into mechanical resonance and constrained to move in one direction. On the left of the figure, we consider the mass as it moves to the top of the figure along the radius of rotation. The Coriolis force acts on the frame, which deflects to the left as shown. On the right of the figure, as the mass resonates it now moves to the bottom of the figure and now the Coriolis force causes a deflection to the right. The varying distance between the capacitive fingers is picked up as a voltage, which gives a measure of the angular speed. From [28] , it can be shown that the displacement of the frame relative to the substrate is
where Ω is the angular velocity of the gyroscope, (direction out of the page), and v the velocity of the resonating mass along the radius of rotation, M is mass, k is the spring constant of the frame-substrate springs. By driving the resonating mass at a known frequency, its changing displacement D induces a voltage from which the angular speed can be derived with good linearity. However, as with MEMS devices, the problems of drift and noise and other artefacts remain. An IMU can be a combination of both accelerometers and gyroscopes that measures rate, angle, and direction of motion. IMUs can be attached to any part of the body and are effectively used in gait analysis. Recent IMUs have built-in magnetometers as well that can be used in fall detection.
B. Force Plates
The force-plates measure vertical ground reaction forces applied during gait by a subject. A force platform can be integrated under the moving belt of the treadmill or under the entire treadmill [30] . Force-platforms are expensive and have some limitations such as short measurement distance and stationary property of the force plates, which make them difficult to be used in free-living environments.
C. Goniometer
Goniometer has been used for angle measurement in gait analysis since it is flexible and can rotate proportionally to the joint angle being measured [31] . It is particularly useful for analysis of ranges of motion. Using a goniometer it is possible to determine the range of knee joint angular movement to monitor patients with knee injury. An optical fiber based goniometer has been introduced in [32] .
D. Electromyography
Electromyography (EMG) activity can be recorded using surface electrodes or by wires inserted into the selected muscle of a lower extremity [33] . Understanding of muscle activity in gait can be obtained by analyzing the EMG signals. EMG provides feasibility of analyzing relative contribution of the superficial muscles during movement. It records the activity of underlying motor units and plays an important role in clinical gait analysis for assessing the walking performance of people with gait impairments using muscle activity information such as timing of the muscle activity and muscle strength.
E. Sensing Fabric
The goal in the sensing fabric based technology is integration of sensing, communication components, and the processing elements into the fabric. The most common types are pressure sensors including piezoelectric, piezoresistive, resistive, and capacitive sensors [34] . The pressure sensor based device, which does fit completely inside the shoe with the capability of wireless communication is very demanding for long term monitoring and recordings of daily activities. Therefore, to make a valuable gait analysis platform, the sensing fabric technology has been directed toward the development of pressure-sensitive foot insoles with wireless communication capability [35] .
In addition to the sensors involved, another factor to consider is the wireless communication capability of the wearable device. Classic Bluetooth, and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), are typically used along with other wireless personal area networking technologies [36] , [37] , such as Zigbee [38] . These commonly operate in the unlicensed 2.4-GHz band.
Two critical issues to consider regarding wireless communication are power consumption and data rate. Tradeoffs must be considered between the reduced charging times and the time to download larger amounts of collected data. For example, BLE is preferred when the power consumption is more important [39] and Classic Bluetooth when the data rate is more important. If the sensed data can only be acquired via the wireless link, then careful consideration regarding sensor sampling rates must be considered so that it does not exceed the link's capacity. In addition to a wireless link, some devices also provide a direct wired link (e.g., over a USB interface) for faster downloads [37] .
IV. GAIT PHASES AND PARAMETERS
The objective of a gait analyzer system is to estimate the gait parameters as accurately as possible. In this section, the main gait phases and various gait parameters commonly used in accelerometer-based studies are explained. For some of the gait parameters, there are minor differences in their definitions.
A. Gait Phases
Each gait or stride cycle has two phases. The gait phases for each of them include [40] 1) Stance phase: This is the phase in which the foot remains in contact with the ground; includes initial contact, loading response, midstance, terminal stance, and preswing 2) Swing phase: This is the phase in which the foot is not in touch with the ground; includes initial swing, mid swing, and terminal swing Initial contact: the moment that the foot contacts the ground; it is also called as heel strike (HS).
Loading response: this phase begins immediately following the initial contact of the foot and continues until the lift of contralateral limb for swing phase.
Mid stance: time period starts from the lift of the contralateral limb from the ground to the point where the body weight is aligned with the forefoot. Terminal stance: this Period starts after heel rising in the frontal plane and continues to prior of the initial contact of the contralateral limb.
Preswing: this phase starts from initial contact of the contralateral limb and ends with the lift of the ipsilateral limb from the ground.
Swing phase: Initial swing: this phase, also called as toe off (TO), is from lifting the foot off the ground until the knee flexion is increased to its maximum position.
Mid swing: this phase begins immediately after knee flexion and ends when the tibia is vertical.
Terminal swing: this phase begins following the vertical tibia position to just before the initial contact.
B. Gait Parameters
The gait parameters are obtained using the information given by the gait events identified from the output sensor signals. In  Fig. 4 , the essential gait parameters and gait events are provided. In the following section the spatiotemporal gait parameters are listed and explained. All listed temporal gait parameters could be estimated using the accelerometers. Of listed parameters for spatial parameters such as: step length, step width, and lateral foot position, only step length has been estimated using trunk mounted accelerometers in research studies as explained in Section V-A1.
Acceleration amplitude variability: averaged standard deviation (SD) of the acceleration signals segmented as steps to represent the mean variability of the signal during the walking period. The steps are formed by using the acceleration peaks in the vertical axis of the acceleration signals. They are averaged and normalized by time to estimate the mean ± SD. Then the SDs are averaged to produce mean amplitude variability [41] .
Cadence: number of steps per minute (i.e., steps/min) [42] , [43] or number of completed steps during walking time (number of steps/walking time) [44] or number of strides per minutes [45] . The formula to derive the cadence is explained in [46] as:
where N is the number of samples for D meter walk (D is the completed distance in meters), f is the sampling frequency in hertz, n is the number of samples per dominant period, and c is the cadence (steps/min). Having the values for D, f , n, S (the time in seconds to walk D meters) and n, it is possible to estimate other parameters, e.g., N = Sf , M = N/n (M is the number of steps per D meters). Therefore, the main equation to estimate the cadence is c = 60M/S and as seen in (3) it can be expressed using only two parameters f and n [46] . Cycle frequency: the fundamental frequency derived by using discrete Fourier transform (DFT), since the stabilized walking generates periodic patterns in the acceleration signals [47] .
Double support duration: the duration of the phase of support on both feet. This can be also expressed as percentage of gait cycle during, which both feet are in contact with the floor [48] .
Foot symmetry: the step duration expressed as percentage of gait cycle [49] .
Gait cycle time: time duration between two successive HS events.
Gait irregularity: the average SDs of the left and right step times [3] , [50] . It shows the variability in successive steps of the same foot.
Gait variability: the SD of gait parameters or their coefficient of variation (CV) i.e. CV = SD/mean [51] [44] which is based on stride to stride fluctuations.
Harmonic ratio: the ratio between the sum of even and sum of odd ((Σ even harmonic)/(Σ odd harmonic)) (for anteriorposterior and vertical axes) or the sum of odd and sum of even ((Σ odd harmonic)/(Σ even harmonic)) (for mediolateral) harmonic amplitudes calculated using DFT [41] . This parameter is a representation of the smoothness and rhythmicity of acceleration patterns. The even harmonics for the AP and VT axes correspond to the in-phase components of the acceleration signal while the odd harmonics indicate the out-of-phase components that are minimum for a normal gait [41] .
Interstride acceleration variability: it is measured by the autocorrelation coefficients for each axes [45] .
Lateral foot position: the distance between the heel position and its orthogonal projection from the same foot on the walking path [52] .
Normalized speed: the speed normalized w.r.t the subject's height [49] .
Root mean square: root mean square (RMS) of the acceleration magnitudes [41] . This parameter is a measure of dispersion of the accelerometry data relative to zero, in contrast to the SD, which is a measure of dispersion relative to the mean of the accelerometry data. If the mean of acceleration signals is zero, the RMS has the same concept as SD. This parameter is used to indicate the average magnitude of the accelerations for each axis [41] .
Stance duration: the time from HS to TO of the same foot that can also be as percentage of gait cycle.
Step asymmetry: the ratio of the difference between mean step time of individual legs to the combined mean step time of both feet [50] , [53] or the difference in successive step time [3] or A d1 /A d2 where A d1 and A d2 are the autocorrelation coefficients at first dominant period and second dominant period of acceleration signal (vertical or anterior-posterior), respectively [46] .
Step duration: the time between ipsilateral and contralateral HSs (heel contacts of the opposite foot) [49] .
Step frequency: half of the fundamental frequency calculated using DFT. It can be scaled w.r.t the subject's height to consider the influence of the height on step frequency and make a comparison for the men and women populations [54] .
Step length: covered distance in meters divided by the number of completed steps (i.e., distance(m)/number of completed steps) [41] . The distance between the ipsilateral and contralateral HSs [49] . In the most common way having the trunk accelerations, the step length can be estimated using the inverted pendulum (IP) model of walking [49] , [55] [56] [57] as
where l is the subject's leg length in meter (m) and h is the amplitude of vertical displacement during a step cycle (m).
Step regularity: A d1 autocorrelation coefficient at first dominant period of the vertical or anterior-posterior accelerations [46] . A higher value for A d1 represent higher step regularity. This is based on a fact that a periodic signal like acceleration signals generate autocorrelation coefficients, which have peak values for the lags corresponding to the periodicity of the signal called the dominant period [46] .
Step timing variability: SD of time between successive heel contacts in the whole duration of walking [43] .
Step width: mediolateral distance between the heels in double support phase [58] . It was registered from footprints in [43] .
Step width variability: SD of step width [43] .
Single support duration: duration of the phase of support on one feet where can be also expressed as percentage of gait cycle during which only one feet is in contact with the floor.
Stride duration: the time between two consecutive HSs of the same foot.
Stride frequency: number of cycles per second (hertz).
Stride length: the distance between two consecutive HSs of the same foot or [average of speed (m/s)]/stride frequency (in hertz) [47] , [59] that can be scaled for the subject's height [54] .
Stride regularity: A d2 autocorrelation coefficient at second dominant period of the vertical or anterior-posterior accelerations [46] .
Stride symmetry: A d1 /A d2 × 100 [46] , [60] . Stride velocity: the mean value of foot velocity in forward direction during gait cycle [51] , or ratio of the stride length to stride time [48] .
Swing duration: the time from TO to HS of the same foot that can also be expressed as percentage of gait cycle.
Walking distance: multiplication of mean step length over a specified duration by the number of steps.
Walking intensity: calculated from the integral of the modulus accelerometer output [45] .
Walk ratio: the average step length (in centimeters) divided by cadence (steps/min) [41] . This parameter indicates the association between the amplitude and frequency of the rhythmic foot movements during walking [41] .
Walking (gait) speed: measured in meters per second using a chronometer [47] or having distance divided by the walking time [44] .
Walking time: measured using stop watch as in [57] .
Walking velocity: {distance covered/number of data points/ sampling frequency} [41] which results in meters per second.
Depending on the sensor location, experiments (level walking, walking on treadmill or irregular surfaces, etc) and also testing on healthy subjects or patients with pathological gait, various errors versus the reference platform are reported in the literature. The accuracies of temporal gait parameters or events are measured and compared with the reference platform typically in terms of seconds or milliseconds. For spatial parameters such as step or stride length, the accuracies are described in meters. Some other parameters are described as a ratio such as stride/step asymmetry to compare normal and asymmetric gait. Usually, a perfect step symmetry has a value close to one (or 100%) and completely asymmetrical walking is represented as zero (or 0%). As an example, step asymmetry has been measured as 0.98 and 0.31 for normal and asymmetric gait, respectively, in [46] . In another study [60] , the reproducibility of the gait measurements are analyzed using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) where a high degree of reliability (e.g., the maximum reliability is presented as one) with repeatability of 0.72 and 0.93 have been obtained for both stride regularity and stride symmetry, respectively. In the following section detailed explanations for validations using reference platforms and reliability assessments are provided.
V. ACCELEROMETRY-BASED GAIT ANALYSIS
Three databases including PubMed, Web of Science, and MEDLINE were selected. The search string was created as: (gait OR walking) AND (acceleration OR accelerometer OR accelerometry) AND (HS OR TO OR push off OR swing OR stance OR cycle OR parameter OR initial contact OR terminal contact)
The above terms were used to search the title and abstract of the articles. After retrieving the articles, first the duplicates were removed. Then the articles from 2000 onward were selected for screening. The total of 994 articles were screened in two stages. In the first stage, the titles and in the second stage the abstracts of the articles were reviewed. A total of 159 articles were selected for full review. These papers are divided in three groups as outlined in Fig. 5 . The papers include single or multiple accelerometry based systems, which are used mainly for validation of gait parameters/event versus a reference platform (Section V-A). These papers could also include a target clinical application. Then the papers that mainly include a target clinical application with trivial or no validation studies (Section V-B), excluding trunk accelerometry based analysis, are presented. The papers including trunk accelerometry with a clinical application are described in Section V-C.
A. Platforms for Validation
Development of wearable accelerometry based gait analysis systems requires a systematic validation using the established techniques. Most of these techniques are limited to gait analysis laboratories that include expensive devices such as instrumented walkway also limiting the number of strides. These devices do not necessarily reflect the gait dynamics while walking in nonlaboratory environments.
On the other hand, force sensitive resistors or footswitches can be used to evaluate the accuracy of an accelerometery-based gait analysis systems. These devices can be used for outside laboratory gait validation.
The most commonly used platforms include video images, force-plate measurements and pressure sensing platforms to validate the accuracy of the estimated gait parameters or events. Video images have been used in [57] , [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] for validation purposes. More specifically, the used platforms are VICON Motion Capture, Oxford, U.K. [66] , [67] , Stereophotogrammetric unit with eight M2-cameras (VICON) and two dynamometric platforms [49] , Cartesian Optoelectronic Dynamic Anthropometer (CODA) motion analysis system [68] [69] [70] . Other systems include Optical Motion Capture Systems (OMCS) [71] [72] [73] , optical position measurement system (Optotrak) [52] , footswitch or Force Sensing Resistors (FSR) [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] , foot plantar pressure system [80] , GAITRite [44] , [53] , [81] , [82] , and force-plate measurements [56] , [65] , [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] . Microsoft (MS) Kinect image and depth sensors provide a simple three-dimensional (3-D) modeling using image and depth sensors, which have shown to be effective in analysis of gait disorders [93] and to recognise PD gait [94] .
Another form of validating the estimated gait parameters is test-retest reliability assessments. Based on this scheme using repetitive experiments, the trials are performed in different conditions or sessions. Then the intrasession (using the trials within sessions) and intersession (using trials between sessions) reliability of gait variables are evaluated using the ICCs as an indication of relative reliability and CV for absolute reliability [81] , [95] . There are six universal forms of the ICCs, which may produce different results [96] . Therefore, it is necessary to correctly interpret them for a reliability study in the context of gait analysis. A brief general guideline for selection of ICCs is provided in the following. Suppose there are n subjects (j = 1, . . . , n) in a study, then k tests (i = 1, . . . , k), are performed for each subject. Let y ij be a recorded quantity (it can represent an estimated gait parameter) for the jth subject in the ith test/measurement using the unified ANOVA model
where μ is the overall population mean of measurements, b j is the deviation from the mean of the jth subject's measurements (i.e., mean across repeated measurements on jth subject), a i is the difference from mean of ith test and (ab) ij is the difference of repeated measurements of jth subject in ith test, e ij is the random error in the measurement of jth subject in the ith test. This model relies on the fact that the measurement reflects a combination of true condition of the subject (i.e., μ + b j ) and measurement errors (a i + (ab) ij + e ij ). In the absence of repeated measurements in the ith test (ab) ij = 0. 1) One-way random effect model y ij = μ + b j + e ij , systematic error of test is insignificant 2) Two-way random effect model
(ab) ij = 0 If the systematic error ((ab) ij + a i ) is negligible or the errors in the repeated tests do not differ significantly, model (1) can be used. Also, if different devices are used in the tests, or the tests are conducted at different locations or time slots, and the effects of test/measurement and subjects are inseparable, model (1) should be used. This can also be determined using F-test (e.g., the ratio of between-subjects to within-subjects mean squares) and evaluating the resulted p-value to find the significance of systematic errors. If the systematic error is significant, model (2) or (3) should be used. In random effect model (2) the systematic errors in all possible tests are random and do not have any pattern (e.g., the systematic error in later tests is smaller or larger than that in previous tests). In other words, the results from the particular k tests conducted in this study can be generalized to all possible tests. In contrast, test is treated as a fixed factor model (3), in the two-way mixed-effect model. This means that the results from the conducted tests are not random and, thus, cannot be generalized to all possible tests or such a generalization is not of interest. ICCs can be calculated as
BMS is between-subjects mean squares, WMS is withinsubject mean squares, EMS residual mean squares, and JMS is between tests's mean squares. where the first index in ICC indicates one of the three underlying ANOVA models, and the second index indicates whether the reliability of a single measurement (k = 1) or that of the average measurement (over k repeated tests, k = 2 for a test-retest case) is consid-ered. ICC (1, 1)/ICC(1, k) and ICC(2, 1)/ICC(2, k) are measures of test agreement as the between-tests variance is included in their denominators. ICC(2, 1)/ICC(2, k) are usually used to generalize the results in a study to all possible tests. ICC(3, 1)/ICC(3, k) are measures of test consistency as the between-tests variance is not included in their denominators and are useful when the relative differences in the test are required. ICCs can be used to decide the number of trials for a reliable inference. As an example, suppose a measurement should be repeated for estimation of a selected gait parameter. Then, after two trials, after including the third trials, if recalculated ICC increases, it means adding a third trial can enhance the intertest reliability.
The reliability of DynaPort (a GaitMonitor software for estimating the gait parameters using a single trunk accelerometer device) has been tested in [44] for estimation of gait parameters related to HSs in older adults in which the system has been validated using the GAITRite system (CIR Systems Inc., PA, USA). ICC(2, k) has been used to find the levels of agreement between Dynaport and GAITRite systems [44] . ICC(2, k), with k = 4, has been used to assess validity of averaged gait parameters over four walking trials. ICC(2, 1) has been used for evaluation of individual footsteps from step duration and step length. Given the gait limitation using GAITRite system on a fixed and flat surface, the reliability of spatiotemporal gait parameters using different walking conditions and considering dual task conditions in older adult population using the DynaPort system has been assessed in [81] . The reliabilities of ICC(2, 1) and ICC(3, 1) have been used to express interrater and intrarater reliabilities respectively. Validation of the CODA system for gait measurements has been addressed in [133] using intrarater and interrater reliability assessments from ICC(2, 1) emphasizing on generalisability from two groups of subjects.
IDEEA (MiniSun, Fresno, CA) is an accelerometry-based gait analysis system, which can be used for other purposes such as physical activity assessment and estimation of energy expenditure. This system consists of five biaxial accelerometers where the spatiotemporal gait parameters are estimated. The validity of this system is compared to force-plate measurements in [86] . This system has been also used for determination of gait characteristics in older adults [134] .
In [86] , intrasession reliability of IDEEA was shown to be excellent. However, walking speed was significantly underestimated compared with force plate-based analyzes. Concurrent validity of the IDEEA system versus forceplates is performed using ICC(2, 1). Intrasession reliability of the each system has been expressed separately using ICC (3, 1) .
In [75] , six state of the art methods are compared in terms of accuracy of the gait events versus the reference data using MAREA database. Supervised machine learning has been used for gait event detection during the application of functional electrical stimulation (FES) using a single shank mounted accelerometer [74] . The lumbar and shank accelerometers were found as the most accurate alternatives to the shank gyroscope for gait event detection and temporal parameters assessment, respectively, [92] . In [135] , two triaxial accelerometers placed on the left and right posterior superior iliac spine have been used to detect gait phases in healthy subjects and free living environment to propose an alternative method for trunk acceleration studies. Reliability of Rehawatch for estimating spatio-temporal gait parameters has been evaluated [136] . In [137] , an iPhone has been used to estimate gait cycle, step cycle time, and step duration cycle.
The reliability of spatiotemporal gait parameters in single and k repeated measurements (k = 3) have been assessed using ICC (2, 1) and ICC(2, 3) for IMU-based sensor and camera systems [138] . The reliability of inertial senors has been quantified using ICC(2, 1) for each condition (varied incline and speed) using RehaGait and instrumented treadmill [139] , [140] . In [141] , ICC(1, 1) has been used as reliability measure of gait variability in older adults. In [142] , ICC(2, k) was used to determine the reliability of gait variables during preferred and fast walking conditions. In [143] , test-retest reliability assessment of gait variables in older adults with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) under single and dual-task conditions has been performed using ICC(2, 1).
In [144] , the reliability of gait parameters has been assessed using ICC(2, 1) and ICC(1, 1) for analysis of acceleometer and IPod Touch, which is disputable. In a recent work [145] , the ICC(2, k) form has been used for freezing time percentage and number of Freezing of gait (FoG) events for feature selection.
1)
Step Length/Walking Speed Estimation: An artificial neural network (ANN) has been used in [146] to estimate the walking speed using a single triaxial accelerometer placed on the upper thigh. For this research, the input to the ANN includes six parameters, e.g., step number, subject's height, RMS, and difference between the maximum and minimum of vertical and frontal accelerometer signals. In [147] , a single shank mounted IMU has been used to estimate the stride length, walking speed, and slope estimation taking advantage of the IP model where the speed validation has been performed by the use of treadmill. The velocity and displacement are estimated using single and double integration of the accelerations in [49] . Then all the spatio-temporal gait parameters are calculated using only acceleration signals recorded using an IMU placed on the lower trunk. Parameters such as speed, stride time, and stride length are estimated from chest accelerometer [148] during treadmill exercise test with the help of an ANN-based subject-independent algorithm.
In [62] , the IP equation has been used to estimate the walking distance and step length from a single accelerometer placed on the lower trunk. Based on the results, the hypothesis that the IP model accounts for the displacement during single stance phase has been supported. In [149] , the IP-like behavior of the stance leg during walking has been used to identify individual stride cycles using the direct integration of the accelerometer signals. It shows that two-shank mounted accelerometers are useful to estimate walking speed, which are validated using treadmill information.
The reliability and validity of four different IP-based models for estimation of mean step length in independent-living have been assessed using old subjects [150] . For all step-length estimators, the test-retest intraclass correlations approached or were above 0.90. Agreement of each IP-based model of step length with reference has been evaluated using ICC (3, 1) . The reliability of step length between session trials, which include different speeds and conditions (dual task) has been assessed using ICC(2, 1). An unbiased autocorrelation procedure has been used to estimate the cadence, step length, gait regularity (step, stride) and step symmetry (vertical and mediolateral) using trunk mounted accelerometer [46] . Speed-dependent changes in acceleration are investigated-based on two running trials on a treadmill and on land at three speeds (slow, preferred, and fast) [151] . Parameters including amplitude and RMS of acceleration and stride duration were estimated by performing test-retest reliability assessments. It has been investigated in [152] whether an inertial sensor could discriminate between normal walking, fast walking, and running while using a treadmill for validation. The trials were performed on both overground and treadmill settings. A significant difference (P < 0.001) in the occurrence of HS in the gait cycle was found between running and the two walking conditions.
In [153] , an adaptive Kalman filter based sensor fusion system (considering two accelerometer axis and one gyroscope axis) has been proposed to estimate the walking distance as well as the step/stride length using sensors placed in the user shoe. The fusion of accelerometer and gyroscope axes have shown to be more accurate for estimating the spatial parameters. The signals from both accelerometers and gyroscope are used in [78] to estimate the traversed distance in level walking with varying speed where the step length has been compared using footswitches.
Step length has been estimated from an IMU placed on the pelvis. It has been validated using the stereo-photogrammetric system [154] by combination of a Kalman filter and an optimally filtered IMU signals by applying direct and reverse integrations.
In [155] , the walking speed estimation has been validated using both acceleration and gyroscope signals from a single shank mounted IMU. Shank mounted sensors could be very useful for walking speed estimation in abnormal foot motion, which could be also used for the embedded control of kneemounted devices including energy harvesters and prostheses. Shank-mounted IMU has been used to estimate the step length [156] and walking speed [156] , [157] . High-speed video has been effectively used in [84] for validation of temporal gait parameters for elite athletes while a force platform has been used to validate the gait parameters for amateur subjects during sprint running.
In [158] , the gait pattern of healthy old people is assessed during three clinically relevant walking conditions [self-selected speed (CW), fast self-selected speed (FW), and finally in dual task walking condition (DTW)] simultaneously using an accelerometer and an optoelectronic method to evaluate the gait parameters normalized to the leg length. The Codamotion system has been used to estimate swing time, stance time, right and left double support time [158] . The gait speed, stride length, and stride frequency were measured by the Locometrix system.
Force plate and video images have been used for validation of stride length and stride quality from accelerometers placed on the right ankle of children [159] . The correlation between the stride quality and the body mass index has been found to be negative. An algorithm has been presented in [160] to identify the peaks corresponding to HS and TO events based on scale-space filtering using Gaussian kernels. In addition, comparison of temporal gait parameters and Tinetti gait and balance average scores between the two groups of young and prefail older adults has been performed [160] . Real-time detection of gait events (HS, TO) based on single accelerometer placed on the right lower leg considering different terrains has been performed using timefrequency analysis and peak heuristics algorithm [161] . The walking conditions include level walking as well as upstairs and downstairs walking. It was validated against FSR on the right foot. A study in [162] investigated outdoor surface effects on dynamic stability and loading during running using tri-axial trunk accelerometry. No difference was found for concrete road and synthetic track. The results suggest that woodchip trails distort aspects of loading and dynamic stability that are detectable using a single trunk mounted accelerometer.
A system including IMU placed on the dorsum of the foot has been developed in [163] to monitor human gait in outdoor using an IMU for early detection or prevention of falls in older adults. The system has been validated using a motion capture system. Shank-mounted gyroscopes are compared with three benchmark systems, namely accelerometers, pressure-sensitive soles and a motion capture system (Oqus camera system, Qualisys AB, and Gothenburg Sweden) in [164] to validate the HS and TO.
It has been concluded that the HS events correspond to a trough in the gyroscope curve, being consistent with previously reported studies. However, the TO event clearly did not concur with another trough of the gyroscope trace where it was established as an assumption. Regardless of the gait speed, the heel-off event was reliably at 51% of the step cycle. The findings were noted to be crucial for gait recording systems, which aim to assess both the temporal and spatial aspects of human gait. Using a smartphone, the stride length has been estimated and validated using six infrared cameras [165] . A comparative analysis of methods for evaluation of the estimated initial and terminal contacts w.r.t. the number of extra and missed events as accuracy and robustness to IMU location has been performed in [166] . Validated platforms include a stereo-photogrammetric system and two force platforms.
B. Gait Analysis for Clinical Applications
As included in many of the above studies, estimation of gait parameters has been shown to be very useful for numerous clinical applications. In Table I , detailed information including the sensor type, position and clinical application for 48 selected papers from 2000 onward are provided. The ear-worn sensor has shown consistent placement and has been used in the fracture clinics to monitor the rehabilitation of orthopaedic patients [100] and patients with lower limb reconstruction [98] , [99] . It has also been used in the Parkinson's gait lab at University College London for PD gait analysis [97] .
One of the most well known application is to differentiate the gait characteristics of the healthy normal subjects and those of people with walking impairments. This includes patients with pathological gait disorders such as those caused by cerebral palsy [122] , [130] , spinal-cord injuries [112] , [88] , lower limb amputation [61] , [106] , [108] , hemiplegic gaits [103] , [124] , [126] , hip dysplasia [102] , PD [63] , [69] , geriatric disorder [120] , osteoarthritis [132] , and orthopaedic [100] . It is also applied to monitor rehabilitation of patients following anterior cruciate ligament and lower limb reconstruction [98] , [99] .
PD gait has been evaluated in [113] to discriminate between the PD patients with or without fall history. In a recent study, the relation between the step frequency and the change in deep brain stimulation (DBS) frequency has been investigated [97] . For this novel study, the frequency of the implanted electrodes of the patients treated with DBS of the subthalamic nucleusbrain has been changed using a controller by the neurologist. Up to six different DBS frequencies (40-140 Hz with 20 Hz intervals) have been tested while keeping the total energy constant (including 30 min time gap after a frequency change). The selected gait parameter from a single ear-worn accelerometer sensor has been validated versus CODA motion capture system and has shown promising results.
Gait parameters and events have been used in many clinical applications, such as to distinguish toe walking stride from normal stride in idiopathic toe walking (ITW) children [104] , find differences in young and elderly groups [77] , classify elderly with orthostatic hypotension (OH), study of elderly fallers without OH and control [76] , evaluate gait in old subjects with diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) and in age-matched controls [114] , differentiate between premanifest and manifest huntington's disease [53] , evaluate hemiplegic gait with different Brunnstrom stages [115] , distinguish between different disease stages in children with duchenne muscular dystrophy [111] , evaluate walking on level and irregular surfaces [41] , the same study for both young and older subjects [42] , control an intelligent knee prosthesis for above-knee amputees [116] , automate detection of stair-climbing gait events in children as a motivational therapy study [119] , propose, and validate an automated timed up and go (TUG) phase classification methodology [121] , classify normal, elderly, and elderly with support [123] , identify gait events on persons with dropped foot [125] , find features that correlate with the severity of lower limb osteoarthritis evaluated by the WOMAC index [129] , determine the reliability of spatiotemporal gait parameters during level walking and stair climbing [95] , and detect swing phase of stroke gait during the FES process, which has the benefit of using the stimulator to correct the foot dropped gait [105] .
In [95] , the reliability of the intelligent device for energy expenditure and activity (IDEEA) system (consists of five biaxial accelerometers) is tested for level walking and stair climbing in which the results demonstrate the highly accurate measurement of gait parameters during the level walking although with moderately less correlations for stair climbing. Another study has shown that the IDEEA monitor has lower levels of repeatability compared to 3-D gait analysis (3-DGA) in individuals with cerebral palsy [130] and there are systematic errors including under and over-estimation of gait parameters across both control subjects and individuals with cerebral palsy.
The gait study has not been limited to humans as there are many applications for analysis of animal gaits. Some examples are quantification of hoof slip distances at training trot [110] , detection of unilateral hind limb lameness and foot pathologies in dairy cows [118] and measurement of temporal gait characteristics in dogs [128] .
In a sport related application, the relationship between immersion depth and impact loading has been investigated to diminish the injury risk [107] using running trials on the treadmill in three different water depths.
1) Fall and Balance Analysis: FoG which is one of the most common causes of fall in PD patients has been related to the double support time [69] . Based on this study, gait asymmetries and FoG are evaluated using the gait data from PD patients. It is expected that the detection of subtle changes in FoG session will reduce the risk of falls. Balance and gait deficits in people with MS has also been investigated in [131] .
Other papers addressing gait and balance include analysis aimed to discriminate between fallers and nonfallers [48] , analyze the gait and balance in patients with AD [127] , evaluate age related gait and balance performance [51] , identify gait differences between single-task and dual-task walking in older individuals [109] , detect early signs of balance deficits [81] , and evaluate the dynamic instability of the dysplastic hip [102] . Hip instability is increased in proportion to the degree of dysplasia. Triaxial accelerometry has shown to be helpful in the evaluation of dynamic instability of the dysplastic hip. The vertical toe clearance during walking has been analyzed in [101] . It has been demonstrated that the variability in minimum toe clearance, which occurs during the swing phase, is a sensitive fall risk predictor.
C. Trunk Accelerometry Based Gait Analysis
There has been a great interest in the use of single trunk mounted accelerometer to estimate the spatio-temporal gait parameters and apply it for clinical applications. Table II summarizes the gait parameters and the related clinical applications when an IMU has been used as the trunk mounted accelerometer. It should be noted that these studies include the use of accelerometer embedded within smartphones. For a few studies, the gait parameters are estimated using only the gyroscope unit of the IMU and balance analysis are performed using the accelerometer sensor signals. Although it has been noted in Section V-B, the accelerometer can be used to estimate the spatio-temporal gait parameters including step/stride length using the IP model.
The trunk mounted accelerometers have been used to investigate the gait patterns of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients versus healthy subjects [45] , create reference data for normal subjects [54] , compare gaits in patients with fibromyalgia with those in controls using Locometrix system [47] , assess gait parameters in children [57] , investigate Gait variability and regularity of people with transtibial amputation [179] , compare the CoM movement within PD patients [71] , compare gait impairment of patients with neurological condition (including PD and ataxic patients) with those of healthy subjects [169] , compare gait parameters in elderly people suffering from MCI and AD patients using Locometrix system [59] , discriminate hemiplegic gait from gait in the comparison group [170] , assess spatiotemporal parameters in amputee gait using Dynaport [64] , investigate the difference in gait patterns for dementia patients using Dynaport [172] , evaluate gait events for Hemiplegic patients [66] , distinguish the step events in normal and pathological populations [175] , differentiate between fit and frail elderlies [43] , describe the characteristics of stroke patient gait [178] , differentiate between two groups of young and elderly [184] , differentiate spatio-temporal gait parameters between young and old subjects [55] , differentiate between PD patients and healthy subjects [185] , differentiate PD and peripheral neuropathy (PN) patients from healthy subjects [196] , [199] and validate the estimated stride event versus those by motion capture system [108] , investigate the effects of age and gender on gait parameters [3] , investigate the effects of age, gender and height on gait parameters [198] , estimate gait asymmetry in patients with hemiparetic stroke [188] , investigate the relationship between spatio-temporal gait parameters with increasing age [186] , monitor gait of the orthopaedic patients with symptomatic gonarthrosis aimed for total knee arthroplasty [50] , and investigate the ability to differentiate between functional knee limitations and its suitability for clinical applications [180] .
Other applications include assessing the effect of prescription footwear on gait quality for gait rehabilitation [60] , evaluating a mobility assistance system from healthy people and patients [187] , quantitatively investigating whether an unexpected gait initiation aggravates FoG in patients with advanced juvenile parkinsonism [190] , comparison of gait parameters between two patient groups (dementia and PD patients) [191] , comparison of various methods for gait parameter estimation using elderly, post-stroke, PD, and Huntington's disease subjects [194] , objectively assessing abnormal gait in patients with rheumatoid arthritis using a smartphone [183] , investigating the effects of shoe fit on gait in community-dwelling older adults [168] , detection of stride event exploiting cross-correlation and anisotropy characteristics of the accelerations using healthy and PD patients [200] , a new measure of quantifying walking behavior in PD patients based on gait cycle-acceleration relationship [195] and investigating the gait patterns in post-menopausal women [197] . Animal related studies of trunk accelerometry include quantification of movement symmetry in the trotting horse [189] and examination of the changes in parameters after the drug administration in horses [176] . 
1) Fall and Balance Analysis by Gait Trunk Accelerometry:
The stability and harmony of gait in children with cerebral palsy has been assessed in [173] . The objectives for fall and balance assessment include analysis of hemiplegia gait and investigate the mechanism of falls [171] , investigating the suitability of objective gait measurement related to fall risk assessment based on Tinetti scale [181] , discriminating between fallers and non-fallers [48] , validating reliability of gait and postural control analysis using 3D-accelerometer of the iPod touch [144] , investigating the relationships between muscle impairments, gait abnormalities and postural instability [192] , monitoring the recovery of gait balance control following concussion [193] , examination of the effect of cueing strategies on gait stability in PD patients [177] , detection of near fall using Dynaport [182] , investigating the relation between balance and step width variability [58] , studying the effect of dual-task on gait patterns for detection of high risk of falling using Dynaport [174] and trunk stability during dual-task walking among older adults [167] .
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this study, a comprehensive review of accelerometry-based gait analysis has been performed. Extensive review of single and multiple based sensor platforms including accelerometers has been performed. Recent applications are shifting toward the use of smaller number of sensors such as using a single ear-worn sensor, trunk mounted accelerometers, and mobile phones. Of these devices, only the ear-worn sensor has shown consistent sensor placement. Developed algorithms based on ear-worn sen-sor can be further adjusted and improved for application to trunk accelerometer and mobile phones.
Certainly, a thorough study of gait benefits a wide community of researchers, users, and caretakers in sport, computer games, physical and mental rehabilitation, clinical assessment, survilence, human recognition, modeling, robotics, and many other fields. This study also benefits sensor technology developers and those who enthusiastically work on remote patient monitoring. Different strategies of gait assessment using accelerometry opens a wider arena for research particularly for clinical use and human rehabilitation. One big advantage of using accelerometer for gait analysis is that it can be integrated within smart phones and devices accessible to almost everybody around the globe.
